Day 1: General License Program

7:30 - 8:00 Introduction and Description of NRC Program Development

8:00 - 10:30 Proposed Rule Discussion
- Compatibility (compatibility level; timing; potential issues with conflicting licensee and vendor requirements; rule requests compatible vendor reporting requirements concurrent with the rule)

Moves Between Jurisdictions
(Notification to NRC/Agreement State(s) and related issues with timing and compliance; changes between general and specific license requirements and potential requests to change status in the new jurisdiction)

- Temporary Work Locations in a Different Jurisdiction
(compliance issues relating to differing regulatory requirements; reciprocity issues)

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 11:45 Enforcement (basis for increased civil penalties for lost devices; amnesty period)

11:45 - 12:45 Lunch Break

12:45 - 2:15 National Program (pros; cons; alternatives)

2:15 - 3:00 Lessons learned from Agreement State Programs for increased accountability
(compliance; follow-up; success increasing accountability; measures of success; alternative approaches)

3:00 - 3:15 Break

3:15 - 5:00 Additional Issues and Open Forum
- Uniform general licensee and vendor transfer reports; registration forms (contents; uniform implementation)

- Gaining Cooperation from the Vendors in Agreement States
(follow-up with licensees and data correction; reporting format; lessons learned)
Reporting of Past Transfers to and from Agreement States that are Not Previously Reported

Day 2: Portable Moisture Density Gauges as potential Generally Licensed Devices

8:00 - 8:15 Introduction

8:15 - 10:00 Generally Licensed Device Requirements
Technical Basis of Seaman's application

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 11:45 Discussion of Materials Risk Analysis

11:45 - 12:45 Lunch

12:45 - 2:30 Accountability of Portable Moisture Density Gauges -- Discussion of Agreement State experience, Events, and the effect of the proposed General License Tracking System on accountability of PMDG's

2:30 - 2:45 Break

2:45 - 4:00 Additional Issues -- Temporary work locations in different jurisdictions, Comparison of approaches between NRC and Agreement States for licensing portable devices

4:00 - 5:00 Additional Issues -- Open forum